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Wednesday
Series 1 Quiz 3

1. At Mayor Walker's funeral, Wednesday notices a lurking figure and chases it into the forest. Who is
the figure revealed to be?

2. Uncle Fester tells Wednesday that the monster she has been investigating is a what?

3. When Wednesday and Uncle Fester retrieve a diary from the hidden library, it reveals that a Hyde
must always have what?

4. When Wednesday returns from a date with Tyler, she finds that her dorm room has been
vandalised, the diary stolen and who has been gravely injured?

5. Before she is killed by the Hyde, who does Wednesday initially suspect to be its master?

6. Wednesday has a vision whilst kissing Tyler. Who does her vision show to be the Hyde?

7. What does Wednesday do to her suspect to make him confess to being the Hyde?

8. Her classmates disagree with her methods of getting information from her suspect and alert
Principal Weems. What then happens to Wednesday?

9. Who secretly confesses to Wednesday that he is the Hyde?

10. Wednesday visits Eugene in the hospital who gives her a description of the figure he saw at the
monster's cave. Who does his description match?

11. Which two characters get Thornhill to confess she is Laurel Gates and manipulated Tyler into killing
the victims?

12. After Thornhill/Gates kills Professor Weems and subdues Wednesday, she uses Wednesday's blood to
resurrect Joseph Crackstone. Who appears to save and heal Wednesday?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Uncle Fester
2. Hyde
3. A master
4. Thing
5. Dr. Valerie Kinbott
6. Tyler

7. Tortures him
8. She gets arrested and then expelled from Nevermore
9. Tyler
10. Marilyn Thornhill
11. Professor Weems, disguised as Tyler, and Wednesday
12. Goody Addams
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